Direct intercellular communication mediated by gap junctions (GJs) is a hallmark of normal cell and tissue physiology. In addition, GJs significantly contribute to physical cell-cell adhesion. Clearly, these cellular functions require precise modulation. Typically, GJs represent arrays of hundreds to thousands of densely packed channels, each one assembled from two half-channels (connexons), that dock head-on in the extracellular space to form the channel arrays that link neighboring cells together. Interestingly, docked GJ channels cannot be separated into connexons under physiological conditions, posing potential challenges to GJ channel renewal and physical cell-cell separation. We described previously that cells continuously-and effectively after treatment with natural inflammatory mediators-internalize their GJs in an endo-/exocytosis process that utilizes clathrin-mediated endocytosis components, thus enabling these critical cellular functions. GJ internalization generates characteristic cytoplasmic double-membrane vesicles, described and termed earlier annular GJs (AGJs) or connexosomes. Here, using expression of the major fluorescent-tagged GJ protein, connexin 43 (Cx43-GFP/YFP/mApple) in HeLa cells, analysis of endogenously expressed Cx43, ultrastructural analyses, confocal colocalization microscopy, pharmacological and molecular biological RNAi approaches depleting cells of key-autophagic proteins, we provide compelling evidence that GJs, following internalization, are degraded by autophagy. The ubiquitinbinding protein p62/sequestosome 1 was identified in targeting internalized GJs to autophagic degradation. While previous studies identified proteasomal and endo-/lysosomal pathways in Cx43 and GJ degradation, our study provides novel molecular and mechanistic insights into an alternative GJ degradation pathway. Its recent link to health and disease lends additional importance to this GJ degradation mechanism and to autophagy in general.
Introduction edge then enlarges the channel plaques, while simultaneous removal of older channels from plaque centers balances GJ channel turnover. [1] [2] [3] While GJ channels can open and close (gate) to regulate electrical and chemical cell-cell coupling, GJ channel gating does not provide a means for modulating cell-to-cell adhesion, or for plasma membrane GJ channel renewal. Moreover, docked GJ connexons were found to be inseparable under physiological conditions, 4 posing potential challenges to these cellular functions. How is then the removal of GJ channels from the plasma membrane achieved?
We reported previously that cells appear to continuously internalize and turn over their GJs via a combined endo-/exocytic process that utilizes clathrin-mediated endocytosis components. [5] [6] [7] [8] GJ internalization generates characteristic, cytoplasmic doublemembrane GJ vesicles, termed earlier annular GJs (AGJs) or connexosomes, preferentially in one of two coupled cells. We and others further found that internalization can occur highly efficient and regulated, for example in response to natural inflammatory mediators such as thrombin and endothelin, 5 well-known inhibitors of GJIC; [9] [10] [11] [12] and under pathological conditions as e.g., in the failing canine ventricular myocardium. 13 Continuous, as well as spontaneous internalization of GJ channels as complete, double-membrane spanning protein structures is supported by the fundamental observation that connexons, once docked, are inseparable under physiological conditions, 4 and by a general, surprisingly short half-life of Cxs and GJ channels of only 1-5 h. 2, 3, [14] [15] [16] A similar internalization of GJs into cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles has been observed by others in cells in culture, as well as in situ in tissues. 13, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Previous studies identified proteasomal, endo-/lysosomal, and to a lesser extent phago-/lysosomal degradation pathways in the regulation of GJ stability and connexin protein degradation. 13, 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] We thus embarked on investigating, on a molecular level, the fate of internalized AGJ vesicles. Following internalization, AGJ vesicles were observed to move away from the plasma membrane and to translocate deeper into the cytoplasm in a process that involves actin-filaments and the retrograde actin motor protein myosin VI (myo6). 8 Here we report that GJs, following internalization into cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles, are targeted to autophagosomes via the ubiquitin-binding protein, p62/SQSTM1, and are degraded by autophagy.
Results
GJs lose fluorescence subsequent to internalization into AGJ vesicles suggesting degradation. Using expression of C-terminal fluorescent protein-tagged Cx43 (Cx43-GFP/YFP) in HeLa cells, combined with time-lapse live-cell imaging, others and we found that entire GJs, or large portions thereof, continuously appear to be internalized into the cytoplasm. 8, 18 Characteristic GJ plaques, visible as straight green-fluorescent lines and puncta, assemble in the plasma membranes between expressing cells (Fig. 1A, panel 1 ; Fig. 1B , time points 0:00 to 4 h:44 min; Movie 1). Over time, plaques were observed to bulge inward, detach from the plasma membrane and form spherical cytoplasmic GJ vesicles, termed previously annular gap junctions (AGJs) or connexosomes, within 10-60 min (Fig. 1A , panels 2 and 3; Fig. 1B , time points 4 h:48 min to 5 h:28 min; Movie 1). 8, 18 Note that the outer membrane of the AGJ vesicle corresponds to plasma membrane of the host-cell, while inner membrane and vesicle lumen correspond to plasma membrane and cytoplasm of the neighboring donor cell (Fig. 1C) . 8 We also characterized similar stages of AGJ vesicle formation by electron microscopic ultrastructural analyses. 8 Internalization was found to occur preferentially into one of two coupled cells, indicating a highly regulated process. 8 The scaffolding protein, ZO-1, a well-known binding protein of Cx43 [28] [29] [30] was found to be displaced from GJ plaques on the side to which the plaques invaginate, potentially regulating directionality of internalization. 5, 6 Further analyses indicated that GJ internalization involves the classical endocytic coat protein, clathrin, the clathrin-adaptors AP-2 and Dab2, the GTPase dynamin2, actin polymerization, and the retrograde actin motor, myosin VI (myo6). 7, 8 Furthermore, we confirmed that efficient GJ internalization can occur under normal conditions in vivo, for example in primary porcine pulmonary artery endothelial cells (PAECs) in response to natural inflammatory mediators such as thrombin and endothelin, 5 or in Sertoli cells in response to the nongenomic carcinogen lindane. 6 Similar cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles were previously observed in ultrastructural analyses in cells in situ, especially in differentiating tissues, sometimes in association with lysosomes; 13, 17, [19] [20] [21] 27, 31 and were seen to form in living Cx43-GFP-transfected NRK cells. 18 We therefore wanted to investigate what will happen to AGJ vesicles after their generation. Time-lapse recordings of GFP-, or YFP-tagged Cx43-expressing HeLa cells showed that AGJ vesicles moved about in the cytoplasm, sometimes fragmented into smaller vesicles in a process that appeared similar to vesicle budding, 8 and finally their fluorescence disappeared, suggesting degradation ( Total Cx43 protein accumulates in cells in which autophagosomal degradation is inhibited. Cells have developed proteasomal, endo-/lysosomal and phago-/lysosomal (autophagic) degradation machineries, and all three have been linked to connexin protein and GJ degradation. 13, 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] While proteasomal degradation in general degrades short-lived, misfolded or otherwise unwanted polypeptides, endo-/lysosomal and phago-/ lysosomal pathways allow the degradation of more complex protein structures that either are endocytosed at the plasma membrane, or are present in the cytoplasm. In both, endo-/ lysosomal as well as autophagic degradation pathways, the lysosome plays a key role in mediating final degradation. Internalized, AGJ vesicles are cytoplasmic, complex multiprotein structures and thus might be degraded via autophagy (macroautophagy). To test this hypothesis, we depleted HeLa cells, either transiently, or stably expressing Cx43-GFP or Cx43-YFP, of a key-autophagic protein, BECN1/(Atg6) (see below for a more detailed description), using RNAi-technology, and analyzed total Cx43-GFP/YFP protein by western blot analyses (Fig. 1D) . Qualitative, as well as quantitative analyses indicated a two-to three-fold increase of FP-tagged Cx43 protein after 72 h in BECN1 knockdown (KD) cells compared with SI-control cells, suggesting that GJs, following their internalization into AGJ vesicles are degraded by autophagy. This hypothesis was explored further in the experiments described below.
AGJ vesicles robustly colocalize with lysosomal and autophagosomal marker proteins but only insignificantly with endosomal markers. To further investigate how AGJ vesicles are degraded, we performed confocal colocalization studies of AGJ vesicles formed in Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells with fluorescent probes and antibodies specific for endosomal, lysosomal, and autophagosomal compartments ( Fig. 2A, marked  in blue) . AGJ vesicles were recognized by their large size (0.5-2 mm in diameter) that is much larger than the diameter of secretory GJ vesicles (in general # 0.2 mm in diameter), their bright fluorescence, and their spherical structure (see For proteins directly involved in the endosomal degradation pathway, such as the early endosomal antigen 1 (EEA1), and the late endosomal marker Rab7, only weak and infrequent colocalization with small GJ vesicles was detected (Fig. 2B , panels b and c). In contrast, a more robust colocalization of GJ vesicles was observed with the lysosomal-associated membrane proteins, LAMP-1 (Fig. 2B , panels d and e) and LAMP-2 ( Fig. 5B , panel 3), and with the acidophilic compartment-specific live cell probe, LysoTracker (Fig. 2B, panel f) . A notable amount of internalized GJ vesicles also colocalized with Rab5 (Fig. 2B,  panel a) . This endocytic GTPase has been found essential for the uncoating of AP-2-mediated clathrin coats, 32 however has been linked also to the targeting of internalized cytoplasmic cargo to the autophagic degradation pathway. 33 We further observed a robust colocalization of cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles formed in Cx43-mApple-expressing HeLa cells with the generic GFP-tagged autophagy-marker protein LC3 (GFP-LC3, the mammalian homolog of the yeast autophagic protein Atg8), but not with the LC3-dead mutant GFP-LC3(G120A) that is incapable of activation and autophagosomal membrane conjugation (Fig. 3A) . Microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 (LC3) is a soluble cytoplasmic protein (LC3-I). It is recruited to developing phagophores, is covalently bound to phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) of the phagophore membrane (LC3-II), and remains on autophagosomes for most of their lifetime. 34, 35 Thus, LC3 is a useful generic marker-protein for the characterization of autophagosomes (Fig. 3A) . 34 We also observed a robust colocalization of Cx43-GFP-labeled cytoplasmic GJ vesicles with p62/sequestosome1 (SQSTM1) (Fig. 5B, panel 4) . This ubiquitin-binding protein was found essential for sequestering ubiquitinated, cytoplasmic protein complexes to autophagic degradation (see below). 36 Taken together these results suggest that under normal steady-state conditions, internalized sufficiently matured AGJ vesicles are targeted for autophagic, rather than endo-/lysosomal degradation.
Ultrastructural analyses revealed multiple stages of phagophore formation around AGJ vesicles. Autophagosomes have a characteristic appearance on ultrathin-sectioned preparations of cells, making electron microscopy a reliable tool to characterize autophagic structures. Ultrastructural analyses of Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells revealed numerous cytoplasmic double-membrane GJ vesicles at various stages of apparent degradation. Numerous evidently maturing AGJ/autophagosomeintermediates, with double-membrane cisternae (marked with arrows) progressively encircling AGJs, were clearly identifiable (Fig. 3B, panels a-c) . These membrane cisternae (termed phagophores) appeared to coalesce and form characteristic doublemembrane phagophores around the AGJs (Fig. 3B, panels c-e) , and to merge with a lysosome on one side (marked with an "L," Fig. 3B , panels d and e), resulting in the complete degradation of the AGJ inside the phagophore lumen (Fig. 3B, panel f) . These partially and completely double-membrane-encircled AGJ vesicles appeared structurally identical to the known stages that lead to the progressive formation of autophagosomes: formation of (1) the phagophore, (2) autophagophore, and (3) autophagolysosome 37, 38 (see Fig. 2A , top portion). Our ultrastructural analyses are consistent with our co-immunofluorescence analyses described above and further support the hypothesis that AGJ vesicles are degraded by autophagy. Strikingly similar ultrastructural images of AGJ/autophagosome-intermediates were also observed in situ, in tissues and cells expressing endogenous Cxs, 20, 27 and more recently in failing canine ventricular myocardium known to loose GJs from intercalated disc structures. 13 Pharmacological inhibition of autophagy prevents degradation of internalized AGJ vesicles. Numerous studies describe the use of pharmacological drugs that inhibit lysosomal and proteasomal function, to demonstrate the involvement of either or both organelles in the degradation of connexins and GJs. 15, 23, 25, 26 While drugs previously used in conjunction with connexin and GJ degradation analyses, such as MG132, ALLN and lactacystin, are proteasomal pathway specific, drugs such as leupeptin, chloroquine, pepstatin A, NH 4 Cl and E-64 act on lysosmal function, and thus will inhibit both, endo-/lysosomal as well as phago-/lysosomal degradation pathways. Therefore, in this study, we considered drugs that others have used previously to target and inhibit individual steps of the autophagic degradation pathway: autophagosome formation, phagophore/lysosome fusion, and ultimately phago-/lysosomal degradation (Fig. 4A , steps 1 and 2). Treating Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells for 5 h with the purine, 3-methyladenine (3MA), or with the specific PI3-kinase blocker, wortmannin, that were found to inhibit autophagosomal cargo-sequestration as well as phagophore-maturation, 39, 40 we observed a significant increase of AGJ vesicles in the cytoplasm of treated cells by 121 ± 28% (n = 6), and 99 ± 23% (n = 3), compared with the number of AGJ vesicles in the cytoplasm of untreated (mock) cells (Fig. 4C, panel 1 , red bars). Treating Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells with Bafilomycin A 1 , a known lysosomal inhibitor and a potent and specific inhibitor of vacuolar H + ATPase (V-ATPase) that more recently has also been described to prevent autophagosome/ lysosome fusion, and therefore will also prevent autophagic degradation, 41 we observed an even higher significant increase of AGJ vesicles by 236 ± 21% (n = 5) (Fig. 4C, panel 2 ). In none of these treatments a significant change of overall GJ plaque number and length was observed (Fig. 4C , blue bars). Representative images of treated and untreated Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells are shown in Figure 4B . Taken together these results further support the hypothesis that GJs, following internalization into AGJ vesicles, are degraded by autophagy.
RNAi-mediated knockdown of autophagy-relevant proteins inhibits degradation of internalized AGJ vesicles. To further support our assumption that internalized AGJ vesicles are degraded by autophagy, we depleted cells of autophagy-relevant proteins using RNA-interference (RNAi) technology. We depleted cells of LC3B/(Atg8), BECN1/(Atg6), and LAMP-2 (see Fig. 2A for function), and investigated its impact on AGJ vesicle degradation and AGJ vesicle/autophagosome colocalization. As part of a class III PI3-kinase complex, BECN1 (the mammalian homolog of the yeast protein Atg6) is crucial for mediating the localization of autophagic machinery-proteins to phagophore assembly sites, and BECN1 has been identified as a key-protein required for isolation-membrane nucleation. 42 As described above, LC3 has been identified as a reliable autophagy marker, due to its extended association with autophagic membranes throughout most stages of autophagosome formation and autophagic degradation. The lysosome-associated membrane protein 2 (LAMP-2) is required for the fusion of lysosomes with vacuolar target-membranes including autophagosomes, 43 enabling final phago-/lysosomal cargo degradation. We performed three independent sets (n = 3) of knockdown (KD) experiments in which the levels of each of these proteins were significantly depleted as verified by western blot and quantitative fluorescence line-scan analyses. Both assays demonstrated a significant reduction of all three proteins in the HeLa KD cells (Fig. 5A-C,  panels 1-3) . RNAi-oligonucleotide transfection-efficiency was confirmed in control experiments to be above 90%, using a fluorescently labeled siGLO RISC-free oligonucleotide (not shown). 7 Following efficient depletion of endogenous BECN1 and LAMP-2, we observed a statistically significant increase in the number of Cx43-GFP AGJ vesicles in the cytoplasm of the treated cells when compared with SI-control treated cells by 50 ± 7% (n = 3), and 50 ± 4% (n = 3) (Fig. 6C) . LC3 knockdown (KD) also resulted in an increased, although insignificant accumulation of un-degraded GJ vesicles by 32 ± 9% (n = 4) (Fig. 6C) . As described above, the amount of LC3-protein that is covalently BECN1/(Atg6) is known not to efficiently localize to autophagosomes and was not detected to colocalize with AGJ vesicles (B, panel 2). However, a significant cytoplasmic accumulation of AGJ vesicles and reduced AGJ/phagosome colocalization was observed in BECN1/(Atg6) depleted cells ( Fig. 6B and C) . bound to phagophore membranes (LC3-II) is only a small fraction of the total cytoplasmic LC3-protein pool (LC3-I). Thus, despite an over 90% efficient depletion of total cellular LC3 in our KD experiments (Fig. 5A-C, panel 1) , enough cyoplasmic LC3-I may have remained in the cytoplasm of the KD cells and to be linked to phagophore membranes (LC3-II), potentially diminishing the LC3 KD effect. No significant change in the number of cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles or plasma membrane GJ plaques was observed in control cells that were treated with a scrambled nontargeting oligonucleotide (not shown).
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RNAi-mediated knockdown of the autophagy-mediator protein p62/SQSTM1 inhibits degradation of internalized GJ vesicles. The Ub-binding protein p62, also named sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1), has been found instrumental in recognizing and targeting ubiquitinated cytoplasmic protein complexes to autophagic degradation, 36, 44, 45 and to interact directly with LC3/ (Atg8). 46 As cytoplasmic GJ vesicles robustly colocalize with p62/ SQSTM1-specific antibodies in Cx43-GFP expressing Hela cells (Fig. 5B, panel 4) , internalized GJs have been described to be ubiquitinated, [47] [48] [49] and AGJs consist of densely packed GJ channel aggregates, it is tempting to speculate that p62/SQSTM1 might also target AGJ vesicles to autophagic degradation. To further test this hypothesis, we depleted Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells of endogenous p62/SQSTM1-protein using RNAi technology. Efficient knockdown of p62/SQSTM1-protein was confirmed by western blotting (. 90%, Fig. 5A, panel 4) , and by quantitative fluorescence line-scan analyses, that demonstrated a significant reduction of p62/SQSTM1-immunofluorescence intensity in p62/SQSTM1-depleted cells (Fig. 5B and C, panel 4) . Downregulation of p62/SQSTM1 expression resulted in the highest, statistically significant increase of the number of cytoplasmic GJ vesicles in our study by 55 ± 4% (n = 4) (Fig. 6C) , further supporting our hypothesis that p62/SQSTM1 targets internalized, ubiquitinated AGJ vesicles to autophagic degradation.
RNAi-mediated knockdown of BECN1 and p62/SQSTM1-protein significantly reduced AGJ/phagosome colocalization. Staining BECN1/(Atg6) KD and SI-control cells with LC3-specific antibodies followed by quantitative analyses revealed that a significantly smaller portion of AGJ vesicles (60.8 ± 21.8%) colocalized with LC3-positive phagosomes in the BECN1 KD cells (7.6 ± 4.6%, n = 3, p , 0.001) when compared with SIcontrol cells (18.9 ± 2.2%, n = 3) (Fig. 6B, panel 3 and Tables 1,  2 and 3) . Similar results (69.5 ± 21.1% reduction) were obtained for p62/SQSTM1 KD cells (5.5 ± 3.5%, n = 3, p , 0.001) (Fig. 6B, panel 3 and Tables 1, 2 and 3). As expected, an increased number of AGJs (Fig. 6B, panel 1 and Tables 1, 2 and  3) , and a decreased number of autophagosomes (Fig. 6B, panel 2 and Tables 1, 2 and 3) were detected in all of these KD experiments as well. Representative LC3-immunofluorescence/ Cx43-GFP images of BECN1 and p62/SQSTM1 KD, and SIcontrol cells, are shown in Figure 6A (Fig. 6A, panels 1 and 2) . LC3-positive Cx43-GFP AGJ vesicles are marked with arrows in the inserts. Total cell, autophagosome, and AGJ vesicle counts for all three independent KD experiments are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 . Taken together, these results further support the assumption that under normal conditions (no induction or inhibition of autophagy or of any other cellular protein degradation pathway) internalized GJs are degraded by autophagy.
LC3 and p62/SQSTM1 colocalize with Cx43 in primary PAE cells indicating autophagosomal degradation of AGJs in endogenously Cx43-expressing cells. Given that all analyses described above were either done in transiently or stably Cx43-GFP/YFP expressing HeLa cells, we wanted to know whether autophagy-specific proteins would also co-localize with endogenously expressed Cx43. Cytoplasmic, AGJ vesicles had been seen before in situ under normal conditions inside autophagosomes, 20, 27 suggesting that autophagy might be the generic degradation pathway for internalized GJs. We stained endogenously Cx43 expressing primary pulmonary artery endothelial cells (PAECs), that we had characterized before for thrombin/ endothelin-mediated GJ internalization for Cx43, LC3 and p62/SQSTM1 using specific antibodies and qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed potential Cx43-LC3/p62 colocalization. Representative images are shown in Figure 7 . Significant colocalization of both autophagic proteins with Cx43 was observed (Fig. 7A, panels 1 and 2 ), even at stringent threshold settings (set to 120 of a maximum intensity of 250 arbitrary units; Fig. 7B , panels 1 and 2). Interestingly, while LC3 appeared to exclusively colocalize with Cx43-AGJ vesicles located deep in the cytoplasm and occasionally juxtaposed to plasma membrane GJs, p62/ SQSTM1 protein appeared to localize with both, particular plasma membrane GJs, as well as cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles; consistent with a role of p62 in sequestering ubiquitinated Cx43 to autophagosomes, and LC3 as a specific autophagy marker (Fig. 7A , panels 1 and 2, marked with arrows in inserts 1 and 2).
Discussion
In this manuscript we report multiple lines of independent evidence that suggest that GJs, following internalization into cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles, are cleared from the cytoplasm (Movie 1) and are degraded by autophagy. While previous studies identified preferentially proteasomal and endo-/lysosomal degradation pathways in the regulation of GJ stability and connexin degradation, our study provides novel molecular and mechanistic insights into the autophagic degradation of endocytosed GJs. (Fig. 3B) . (3) Functional studies using pharmacological agents known to block specific steps of autophagosomal degradation; or (4) RNAi-mediated downregulation of key-autophagic proteins (LC3, BECN1, LAMP-2), or (5) of p62/SQSTM1, a protein known to sequester ubiquitinated protein complexes to the autophagic degradation pathway, 36, 46 resulted in a significant accumulation of total Cx43-protein (Fig. 1D) and of cytoplasmic Cx43-GFP AGJ vesicles (Figs. 4, 5 and 6C) ; and a significant reduction of LC3-positive AGJ vesicles in the KD cells (Fig. 6A and B, Tables 1, 2 and 3) . (6) Finally, colocalization between autophagic proteins, GJs and AGJ vesicles was observed in primary PAE cells, endogenously expressing Cx43 protein (Fig. 7) . Together, these findings strongly suggest that under normal physiological conditions, internalized AGJ vesicles, similarly to cellular organelles, cytoplasmic protein aggregates, and other superfluous macromolecular protein-complexes, such as the mitotic midbody ring, are cleared from the cytoplasm and degraded by autophagy. 36, 45, [50] [51] [52] It should be noted that lysosomal inhibitors such as leupeptin, chloroquine, NH 4 Cl and E-64, that previously have been used to gain evidence for endo-/lysosomal degradation of GJs, 15, 23, 25, 26 will also inhibit autophagic GJ degradation, and thus obtained results may not have been interpreted entirely adequate. Future betterdesigned experiments that specifically target one or the other cellular degradation pathway may be required to clarify specific roles of both pathways in GJ degradation. Remarkably, although autophagic degradation of GJs had been described in several classical ultrastructural analyses of various cells and tissues in situ, including heart, dermis, and liver, 20,21,27,31 not much attention was attributed to this GJ degradation pathway. The recent observation that GJs appear to be internalized and degraded by autophagy in the failing ventricular myocardium 13 lends further importance to this GJ degradation pathway.
At first glance, autophagic degradation of a membrane vesicle, such as an AGJ, might not appear intuitive. Cells have developed three principle degradation systems, the proteasomal, the endo-/ lysosomal, and the phago-/lysosomal system (termed macroautophagy or simply autophagy), and all three have been implicated previously at various steps in the regulation of GJ stability and connexin degradation. 13, 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] While the two latter ones are designed for the degradation of protein aggregates, multi-protein complexes, and organelles, the proteasomal system is designed for the degradation of single polypeptide chains that require unfolding in order to be inserted into the tubular proteasome core. Since AGJ vesicles are highly complex multifaceted-protein assemblies, their degradation by the proteasome appears unlikely, and we did not gain any evidence that would suggest proteasomemediated degradation of AGJ vesicles (data not shown).
Substantial research over the past decade has indicated that autophagy, beside its well-known function in organelle degradation during starvation, represents a common lysosome-based cellular degradation pathway specifically designed to remove and degrade protein aggregates, multiprotein complexes, organelles and invading pathogens from the cytoplasm. 33, 36, 45, 53 Recent studies have further shown that protein aggregates, such as the ones formed by huntingtin and β-amyloid protein, and cellular structures such as the midbody ring, a cytokinesis left-over multi-protein complex, are all degraded by autophagy. 33, 36, 45, 53 Clearly, these cellular structures are degraded by autophagy independent of starvation. In addition, autophagosomal degradation of membranous/vesicular organelles, as for example malfunctioning mitochondria, is common. Considering the structural organization of AGJs, the dense packing of channels that occupy most or even the entire surface of AGJs in a doublemembrane arrangement, and their cytoplasmic location, autophagic degradation of AGJs appears quite plausible. In addition, the two tightly bound membranes of AGJ vesicles may not easily allow for their fusion with single-membrane endosomes. Since lysosomal enzymes cannot be released into the cytosol, it is likely that the phagophore, formed during the initial steps of autophagy, sequesters and separates the AGJ vesicle from the cytoplasm, thus providing the sealed membrane compartment (the phagophore) that is required for subsequent lysosomal degradation. Finally, the unique structural composition of AGJ vesicles with lumen and inner membrane derived from the neighboring cell (being foreign to the AGJ-receiving host cell) may further direct AGJs to autophagic degradation. Cell-cell communication provided by GJ channels prior to the internalization of the GJ plaque can only accommodate the diffusion of small molecules, ions, and second messengers across the connected plasma membranes. In the instance of GJ internalization however, other potentially harmful substances such as signaling proteins, other larger hazardous molecules, or even cytoplasmic pathogens, may be entrapped in the AGJ vesicle lumen that may renders autophagosomal degradation the default pathway for AGJ degradation.
Conjugation of ubiquitin (Ub) moieties to proteins has been recognized as a signal for both, proteasomal targeting (addition of K48-linked poly-Ub chains), and more recently also as a sorting signal toward internal vesicles of the late endocytic pathway (addition of multiple mono-Ub moieties or of K63-linked polyUb chains) which ultimately leads to degradation by lysosomes. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] The latter includes Ub-conjugation that acts as an internalization signal for clathrin-mediated endocytosis. 59, 60 In this process, multiple mono-Ub moieties are attached to the target protein and are recognized by specific clathrin-mediated endocytic machinery protein-components that associate with a subset of Ub-binding proteins, specifically Epsin1 and Eps15. [61] [62] [63] Further work has shown that the protein p62/SQSTM1 recognizes and interacts via its UBA-domain with poly-ubiquitinated proteins [64] [65] [66] and delivers polyubiquitinated (K63-linked) oligomeric protein complexes to the autophagic degradation pathway. 36, 46 Ubiquitination of Cx43-based GJs has been described previously, [47] [48] [49] 67, 68 and is consistent with our own unpublished fluorescence analyses (data not shown). The finding that Cx43-based GJs can become ubiquitinated, the known affinity of p62/ SQSTM1 for ubiquitinated protein complexes, its colocalization with plasma membrane GJs in PAECs (Fig. 7) , and its apparent involvement in targeting AGJ vesicles for autophagic degradation (Fig. 6) , suggests that ubiquitination of Cx43, besides serving as a likely signal for GJ internalization, also serves as a likely signal for targeting AGJ vesicles to autophagic degradation. Future research will be required to determine the probably multiple forms of Cx43 ubiquitination (see ref. 68 and 69 for recent reviews).
It is possible that a subpopulation of internalized GJ vesicles might be degraded by the endo-/lysosomal pathway, especially under conditions were autophagosomal degradation has been inhibited; and this might indeed be suggested by our experiments in which both, endo-/lysosomal as well as phago-/lysosomal degradation pathways were blocked by pharmacological means (i.e., bafilomycin A 1 -treatments). Under these conditions, a much more pronounced accumulation of AGJs was observed (. 200%) as compared with cells in which key-autophagic proteins were depleted by RNA-interference (. 50-70%). Interestingly, a recent paper by Leithe et al. 49 reports that in contrast to our observations made in untreated normal cells, in TPA-treated cells [a structural analog of the second messenger molecule diacylglycerol (DAG)], internalized GJs appear to be degraded by the endo-/lysosomal pathway. DAG is a known potent activator of protein kinase C (PKC), and PKC is known to hyperphosphorylate and promote hyper-ubiquitination of Cx43. 10, 49, 67 Based on their and our own results, it is tempting to speculate that cells might be able to regulate by which pathway (endo-/ lysosomal vs. phago-/lysosomal) specific cargo is sequestered and processed (e.g., endo-/lysosomal and phago-/lysosomal pathways might process internalized GJs in different ways), and that the level and type of cargo-phosphorylation, or ubiquitination might determine which pathway is ultimately chosen (see Fig. 8 for a schematic representation). Endo-/lysosomal degradation of AGJs as observed in TPAtreated cells by Leithe et al. 49 of course raises the question of how, mechanistically, a double-membrane vesicle that consists of densely packed GJ channels and tightly bonded membrane layers can fuse with a single-membrane endosome. Interestingly, we found that AGJ vesicles examined by electron microscopy may include a small area where the two membranes are void of GJ channels and are not connected to each other (see Fig. 1H in ref. 8) . Apparently, these nonjunctional membrane domains consist of plasma membrane that is derived from both neighboring cells, and we have postulated that these areas might originate from plasma membrane regions that were located immediately adjacent to the GJ plaques, and were internalized as well. It is tempting to speculate that this nonjunctional membrane domain could provide the unbonded membrane area that allows double-membrane AGJ vesicles to fuse with singlemembrane endosomes (Fig. 8, steps 11-15 ).
In conclusion, our analyses provide molecular and mechanistic insights into a GJ degradation pathway that previously had not significantly been appreciated. Its recent link to health and disease 13 lends further importance to this GJ degradation pathway. Another recent study also reports that autophagy contributes to the degradation of endogenously and exogenously expressed wild type Cx43 protein, and of wild type and cataract-associated mutant Cx50 proteins in both, un-induced cells, and in cells in which autophagy was induced by starvation. 70 While this study was aimed more broadly at a potential role of autophagy contributing to connexin degradation in general, our study was aimed specifically at investigating the fate of internalized AGJ vesicles that we had characterized before. 5, 7, 8 Interestingly, while Lichtenstein et al. 70 knocked down the autophagy-related protein, Atg5 in both endogenously and exogenously Cx43 expressing cells, and used chloroquine to inhibit autophagy, we knocked down expression of the autophagy related proteins, BECN1 (Atg6), LC3 (Atg8), LAMP-2, and p62/SQSTM1, and used 3MA, wortmannin, and bafilomycin A 1 in Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells; however taken together all three recent studies (refs. 13, 70 and our own) provide compelling evidence that endocytosed GJs are degraded by autophagy. In addition, all these works add to the growing consensus that autophagy plays an important role as a "normal" cellular degradation pathway, rather than representing solely a "rescue" pathway designed to supply critical nutrients during starvation.
Materials and Methods
Cell culture, cDNA constructs, transient and stable transfections. Human epitheloid cervix carcinoma cells (HeLa, American Membranes were washed in TBST for 15min and incubated with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated anti-mouse and antirabbit secondary antibodies (1:5000 in 5% BSA in PBST, Zymed Laboratories, 81-6520 and 81-6120) for 3 h at RT or o/n at 4°C. Immuno-reactive bands were detected using Amersham ECL Plus TM western Blotting Detection Reagents (GE Healthcare, RPN2132). Membranes were washed in TBST for 15 min, stripped in stripping buffer (Boston Bioproducts, BP-96) at 65°C for 30 min, followed by a stringent wash in TBST. Membranes were re-blocked with 5% dry milk in TBST and re-probed with mouse monoclonal antibodies directed against a-tubulin (Sigma, T9026) or β-tubulin (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, clone E7) (1:5000 in 5% BSA in PBS) to serve as a loading control. Signals were quantified by scanning developed films using SCION software (NIH).
Drug treatments. To inhibit specific steps of the autophagosomal degradation pathway, HeLa cells expressing Cx43-GFP were treated with pharmacological inhibitors 16-18 h post transfection. Autophagic sequestration was blocked by using the purine derivative, 3-methyladenine (3MA) (Enzo Life Sciences/ Biomol International, BML-AP502), or the specific phosphatidylinositol (PtdIns) 3-kinase inhibitor, wortmannin (Enzo Life Sciences/Biomol International, BML-ST415) as described. 39, 40 Cells were treated with 5 mM 3MA or 50 mM wortmannin in normal growth medium (a total of 5hrs each). To inhibit the phagosome-lysosome fusion step of autophagic degradation, cells were treated for 5 h in normal growth medium containing 200 nM Bafilomycin A 1 (Enzo Life Sciences/Biomol International, BML-CM110, 10 mM stock in DMSO) as described. 41 Following treatments the number and size of cytoplasmic AGJ vesicles was counted and statistically evaluated (Fig. 4) .
Microscopy and quantitative image analyses. Wide-field fluorescence microscopy was performed on a Nikon Eclipse TE 2000E inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with 40¾ Plan Fluor (numerical aperture [NA] 1.3), 60¾ and 100¾ Plan Apochromat (NA 1.4) oil immersion objectives; a forced-aircooled Photometics CoolSnap HQ charge-coupled device camera (Roper Scientific), and a ProScan II motorized stage (Prior Scientific). Images were captured, analyzed, and processed using MetaVue software version 6.1r5 (Molecular Devices) and Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems). Fluorescence colocalization analyses were performed on a Zeiss Axiovert 200 M inverted fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with an LSM510 META scan head and a 63x Apochromat oil-immersion objective (NA 1.4). Argon-ion and Helium-Neon lasers were used to generate the 488-and 543-nm excitation lines, and pinholes were typically set to 1 airy unit. Images were acquired using four-line mean averaging in separated channels to avoid bleed-through and LSM510 META 3.0 software. Extended live-cell recordings (phase contrast and fluorescence) shown in Movie 1 were performed on a Nikon BioStation IM Cell-S1 system using a 40¾ air-objective and glass-bottom dishes. Ultrastructural analyses of Cx43-GFP expressing HeLa cells were performed as described. 8 Statistical analyses. AGJ vesicles and GJ plaques were measured and counted on images taken of knockdown, drug treated and control cells in at least three independent experiments each. Only clearly recognizable GJs (a line of fluorescent puncta, or elongated plaques located between cell pairs), and AGJs (bright fluorescent spherical structures located in the cytoplasm and $ 0.5 mm in diameter) as defined in detail in Piehl et al. 8 and Gumpert et al. 7 were considered. Only spherical, clearly LC3-positive vesicular structures were considered as autophagosomes, and were counted as well. Participation of selected proteins and pathways in GJ internalization and subsequent degradation was evaluated by manually counting the number of Cx43-GFP expressing cells and by counting the number, and measuring the size of AGJ vesicles, GJ plaques, and LC3-positive autophagosomes. For statistical analyses, the total number of AGJ vesicles per experiment was divided by the number of cell pairs positive for Cx43-GFP expression and clearly coupled by GJs as described. 7, 8 Similarly, the total length of GJ plaques per experiment was determined and divided by the number of cell pairs. To compare the BECN1 and p62/SQSTM1 KD cells with the SI-control cells, the number of AGJs, autophagosomes, and AGJ/autophagosome colocalization was determined for each cell pair. For each experiment, the ratio of AGJ vesicles colocalizing with LC3-positive structures was then formed over the total number of AGJs and of autophagosomes that were counted per cell pair ( Tables 1, 2 Tables 1, 2 and 3) . In all analyses, a p value # 0.05 was considered statistically significant." Statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel's "Students t-test: Two samples assuming equal or unequal variances" function of the data analysis package.
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